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1. equipe AG perde a batalha e climutate foge.
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1. Equipe AG derrotados no QG. PS pensa n asolução
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1. At AGRIMAN’s workstation, Agribot down-
loads the Vetiver tech pack which gives them

2. instructions to show how it needs to be plan-
ted

3. ● AGRIVERSE gives the team some Carillee 
to combat the polluted groundwaters
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1. The team agrees to split up. Agriman & Agri-
bot will go uphill with ROOTSISTEM and,

2. Photosynthesista will head down into the 
community at the coast. But first

3. ROOTSISTEM creates dozens of vetiver slips 
for Photosynthesista to use
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1. Agriman and Agribot set out uphill to plant 
the vetiver on the slopes.

2. ● Agribot deploys his drone to survey the 
area and create a contour map.

3. ● The vetiver must be planted in rows (see ref 
AGRIMAN_Issue 5_Ref_2 & 3) called

4. hedgerows
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1. He hops in and out avoiding her ropes as if 
playing skip :)

2. ● Her rope roots wrap twisting around 
Climutate like the weave until he combusts 
into a

3. cloud of carbon.
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1. Agriman jumps into the air capturing the 
carbon with a basket and pounds him into 
the

2. soil to bury the gas bubble, sequestering the 
carbon underground.
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1. Agriman and the team help the villagers re-
cover their belongings after the flood.
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1. The shadowey mega boss is looking at his 
screen, once again angry that the team has

2. foiled his plan.
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